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December 22 / Child play Snow Princess

Gerda and Kai are orphans who used to live happily in a small town with 
kind people. One day, the Snow Queen broke the legendary mirror and 
took away brother Kai in order to let Gerda help her complete a jigsaw 
puzzle to break the spell cast on the Snow Queen. Since the fragments 
of the magic mirror fell into people's eyes and changed people's cogni-
tion, everyone in the town became estranged and indifferent. After having 
experienced adventures in spring, summer and autumn in the company 
of Snow Deer, Gerda finally arrived at the Ice Castle. Driven by love and 
firm belief, Gerda and Gay completed the puzzle, broke the queen's spell, 
and everything got back to normal.

Address: Yuyao Longshan Theatre
Price: 60/120/160/190/220 yuan
Website: piao.damai.cn

December 08 / Spanish dance drama
Flamenco Reborn

Flamenco Reborn  is a masterpiece of David 
Gutierrez Molina, founder of Flamenco Dance 
Company in Barcelona. Combining the tradi-
tional dance of the towns in southern Spanish, 
it created a new expression form of flamenco 
and received acclamation in international 
dance festivals in Spain. The gypsy exotic 
culture it shows is a highlight of the project. 
The freedom of the gypsy style, as well as the 
inspiring power of the dancers’ flexible limbs, 
will bring an ultimate experience to domestic 
audiences.

Address: Ningbo Cultural Plaza Grand Theater
Price: 100/180/280/380/480 yuan
Website: piao.damai.cn

December 15 / Orchestra Filarmonica dei Navigli

Founded in Milan in 2015, the Orchestra Filarmonica dei Navigli has pre-
sented performances in various famous places such as the Royal Villa in 
Monza, the St. Dominic High School Theatre in Kolyma and the Wiesento 
Villa in Abbiategrasso, and has won people’s hearts. The orchestra can 
play a simple duo, a complex symphony, the accompaniment to a solo 
singer, lyrical songs or other choirs, and show performances of the entire 
opera.

Address: Cixi Grand Theatre Theatre
Price: 30/80/280/380/480 yuan
Website: piao.damai.cn

December 13 / Drama Family for Rent

Family for Rent  shares a series of hot topics 
in modern society with the audience, such 
as left-behind elderly, single-parent families, 
school violence and euthanasia. The prototype 
of the story originated from family leasing com-
panies that have emerged in Japan in recent 
years. This kind of special domestic enterprises 
provide people with customized family services. 
The lease is not flexible and some cooperation 
even lasts for eight or nine years. Librettists 
hopes to bring to the audience tears, comfort 
and joy that arouse awareness with words and 
activity on the stage.

Address:Ningbo Natural Stage
Price: 100/180/280/380 yuan
Website: piao.damai.cn
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SINO SALES & SUPPORT

Sales@HotGlacier.com

HotGlacier.com

SOMETHING

BIG 
IS COMING

SOON!

 

What if you could have the
most useful bottle ever made?
 

Triple Wall Travel Mug
includes a layer of a patented phase
changing material that will bring
your extremely hot freshly brewed
coffee or tea down to the perfect
drinking temperature within minutes,
then hold that temperature for
hours.
 

NEW PRODUCT - Triple Wall Travel Mug
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